IBERIAN HISTORY SEMINAR
Hilary Term 2019

Rector’s Drawing Room
Exeter College, Turl St
Wednesday, 11.15am-12.45pm

Convenors:
Giuseppe Marcocci (Exeter College, Oxford)
Glyn Redworth (Oriel College, Oxford)
Cecilia Tarruell (Oriel College, Oxford)

16 January | John Elliott (Oriel College, Oxford), Forms of union and their impact: Catalonia, Portugal and Scotland

23 January | Fernando Bouza (Complutense, Madrid), Daughter of a failed king: the exiled life and writings of D. Filipa de Jesus in Philip II’s Spain

30 January – Joint Seminar with the European University Institute | Jorge Flores (European University Institute), Rumour, manliness and dissimulation between Mughal India and Habsburg Iberia

6 February | Xavier Gil (Barcelona), Absolutist political and juridical thought in the Iberian world, 16th- and 17th-centuries

13 February – Joint Seminar with the Maison Française d’Oxford | Pierre Ragon (Paris 10-Nanterre), Gobernar compartiendo el poder con los demás: virreyes en México y en Lima, dos casos diferentes? [the seminar will be held in Spanish]


27 February | Gabriela Ramos (Cambridge), The body in words: sermons and evangelization in the 17th century Andes

6 March | Juan Pimentel (CSIC, Madrid), Spectres of Hispanic science: traces of an invisible past

Lunch in the Hall will be available for all participants after the seminar at the price of £ 7.50 (cash only).